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DESCRIPTIVE ADJECTIVES 

Adjectives give more information about nouns. We are starting with the main group 
of adjectives called descriptive adjectives, which describe nouns.   

Examples of DESCRIPTIVE ADJECTIVES include words like tiny, enormous, quick, 
majestic, freezing, squiggly, golden, red and round.  

 
>> Circle the descriptive adjectives. If there is a number after the sentence, that tells 
you how many adjectives you need to locate. 
 

1. Tony broke the yellow crayons.  

2. Sasha will water the thirsty plant.  

3. The sky is filling with giant, white clouds. (2)  

4. That lucky student won a new laptop. (2)  

5. A curly-haired boy yelled to his startled mother. (2) 

6. The elderly man smiled. 

7. Did she climb that huge tree? 

8. The funny bird was swimming in the puddle. 

9. We should make a scary movie on our computers. 

10. That wild garden is creeping up the old house. (2) 

11. We need to fix the broken window.  

12. Will these long, boring days ever end? (2) 
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13. On the wall, hangs a magical clock. 

14. That green soup tastes like goopy sludge. (2) 
 

FYI In the above examples, the adjective comes right before the noun. But 
descriptive nouns can also come after the noun. We’ll learn about these sentences 
in the worksheet on linking verbs. But for now, see if you can spot the descriptive 
adjectives in the next five sentences.  
 
Remember! Adjectives give more information about the noun. 
 

15. That shirt is blue. 

16. The air is hazy. 

17. That cactus looks unhealthy. 

18. Our food tastes weird. 

19. The new teacher seems nice. (2) 

20. Our rambunctious grade is sleepy today. (2) 

 
Choose well! There are lots of adjectives to choose from. Using the right one can 
help your audience better visualize what you want to communicate. 

>> Follow the instructions under the sentence:  

21. The anxious deer fled. 
 
> Actually, the deer was way more than anxious because a wolf had started to chase 
it. Replace “anxious” with another adjective that better fits the situation. 
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22. The __________________ cub wandered in the forest. 

> Out of the three cubs, this cub was the only one that would leave its mother’s side 
to go exploring. Add an appropriate adjective. 
 

23. The __________________ chef secretly put extra pepper in the soup. 

> So… this chef had just been fired and he put that extra pepper in the soup on 
purpose. Add an adjective that might describe this chef. 
 

24. Tears streamed down the __________________ inventor’s face. 

> These were not tears of sadness! The inventor had just created something amazing, 
something that would change the world. Add an adjective that might work in this 
sentence.  
 

25. The daffodil lost its nice petals in a terrible lawnmower accident. 

> Hmm. “Nice” is kinda ho-hum. Replace it with a different adjective to add some 
drama to this sentence. 
 

26. The rusty gears nearly caused the __________________ bike to collapse. 

> If the gears are rusty, what does that tell you about the bike? Add an adjective that 
gives even more information about the state of this bike. 
 

27. Those daredevil kids tobogganed down the __________________ hill. 

> If the kids are being daredevils, then what does that tell you about what kind of hill 
it is? Add an adjective that could work well in this scenario. 

 

 
 


